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There is a (soft) ceiling to
social buying
Article

Following Meta’s recent backtracking on its shopping initiatives and TikTok’s early struggles

with TikTok Shop, it’s easy to dismiss social commerce. Yet sales continue to rise, and social

platforms continue to capture a growing share of total retail ecommerce sales.

Sales are quickly approaching $100 billion. Gen Z’s influence on social media habits, new

commerce technologies from TikTok, and rising annual spending by buyers are the main

factors driving growth. And with users now spending just shy of 2 hours on social media per

day, there is plenty of room for brands and users to squeeze more sales.
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Currently, around half of social users are social buyers. The number of buyers can never

surpass the total number of platform users, and not every social user will convert into a buyer.

Existing shopping and social media habits, trust and privacy concerns, and established retailer

loyalties are the top reasons why US social users are split roughly 50-50 when it comes to

purchasing via social media.

Buyer growth will be driven largely by young people on TikTok. As Gen Z grows up and

accounts for more of the total social user base, they could eventually break the ceiling for

social buying. Gen Z is already more likely than older generations to buy via social media, and

their preferences are reshaping how social platforms are used. For now, however, the number

of new buyers is growing only slightly faster than total social users, keeping the share of users

who are buyers at roughly 50% through our forecast period.

http://na1.emarketer.com/social-commerce-path-purchase
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/us-gen-z-social-media-activities-2023
https://forecasts-na1.emarketer.com/584b26021403070290f93a1a/5851918b0626310a2c186b17
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